C.H. Robinson Worldwide, Inc. is one of the largest third-party logistics companies in North America. It is a non-asset based provider of multimodal & logistic solutions and fresh produce as well as a provider of supply chain management services. Its core business is the provision of freight transportation services, logistics management services, and supply chain management services to a wide range of industries. The company has been successful in attracting new customers and expanding its market share. This has been achieved through the company's ability to add value while selling third-party services. A carrier-forwarded trucking backhaul helped considerably. Strong quarterly results continued in the September interim, where the top line increased 13%, to $4.3 billion, and net revenues (which exclude purchased transportation services) rose 16%, to $4.4 billion. Growth in the latter signifies the company's ability to add value while selling third-party services. A carrier-forwarded trucking backhaul helped considerably.
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